ABSTRACT High-utility itemset mining (HUIM), which is the detection of high-utility itemsets (HUIs) in a transactional database, provides the decision maker with greater flexibility to exploit item utilities, such as quantity and profits, to extract remarkable and efficient database patterns. However, most prevailing empirical articles have focused on HUIs. Nevertheless, in many practical situations, low-utility itemsets (LUIs) maintain a high level of significance and usage (e.g., in security systems and the low-utility itemsets represent the security system vulnerabilities that need monitoring). Hence, this paper proposes a new association rule mining (ARM) framework named low-utility itemset mining (LUIM) that extracts LUIs. Enhancing the performance of LUIM, the researchers here propose innovative HUI generators, determining the generators based on the itemset transaction weight utility (TWU) rather than the support values used in HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner. Moreover, this paper offers two efficient algorithms called LUG-Miner and LUIMA. The LUG-Miner extracts high and low-utility generators while LUIMA extracts low-utility itemsets using low-utility generators (LUGs). The experimental results on both dense and sparse datasets illuminated the recommended framework, and the algorithms are efficiently operational.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining identifies hidden valuable knowledge from large database schemas. Association rule mining (ARM) depicts a significant data-mining task. ARM engenders the progression of detecting correct, unknown in advance, useful, and reasonable data patterns [1] , such as frequent, weight frequent, and high utility patterns. Moreover, principal configurations in various applications have been studied and used, entailing market analysis, medical diagnosis, and web-stream click analysis.
Nevertheless, frequent itemsets mining (FIM) has failed to consider the relative significance of individual items. To solve this problem [2] - [4] , weighted association rule mining has incorporated the item weight, the item unit profit in the transaction database; therefore, this framework can extract
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even the rare items with high weights; however, it has failed to account for item quantities. Since item utility encompasses unit profits and quantity, weighted association rule mining has failed to satisfy user demands when extracting the itemsets with high utility itemsets.
In light of this, high utility itemset mining (HUIM) has emerged as an actively researched scientific and commercial application [5] - [9] . The HUIM framework has provided decision makers with greater flexibility to reflect item utility, such as profit and quantity, increasing interesting and feasible pattern generation. In the HUIM framework, each item possesses two values to determine utility and external utility, separately represented as the user-defined item significance and the internal utility that signifies item transactional significance.
All the researches in HUIM framework revolve around two dimensions, improve the performance and extract different effective and usefulness patterns. Regarding to extracting different effective and usefulness patterns, the HUIM framework VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ entails the following categories: high utility mining based on single minimum threshold [7] , [9] - [13] , HUIM founded on multiple minimum thresholds [12] , [14] , [15] , high utility rare itemset mining [16] - [21] , HUIs on-shelf [22] - [24] , HUIs with negative utility [25] , [26] , and others. In the regard of improve the performance, the HUIM framework comprises the following [27] , [28] : apriori-based approaches [5] , [29] , [30] , tree-based (pattern-growth) approaches [6] , [13] , [31] - [34] , projection-based approaches [8] , [35] , utility list based approaches [7] , [9] , [10] , [36] , [37] . With respect to the extraction of low profit patterns, erasable itemset mining is as an extension of weighted association rule mining to detect the itemsets leading a loss of earnings lower or equal to the user-assigned threshold [38] - [40] . The notion is to extract components of the products that the company could stop producing, and that would reduce the amount of profit lost by being incapable of producing products. Three differences that make erasable itemset mining different from utility mining. First, erasable itemset mining considers the profit value of the products without considering the quantity of items which it is implicitly considers that all items have the same quantity ''1''. Second, the external utility (profit) is not assigned for each item separately, as the interest of the element is calculated according to the following equation [38] - [40] :
In this way, the sum of the profit values of all products (transactions) that contain it In this case, profit value of an item may be high as it presences in many products while its absolute profit value is very low. Thus, this method inaccurate calculating the profit value of the items. Therefore, the items profit value calculation method in the erasable itemset mining is completely different from that in utility mining, as shown in Section 3 (see Definitions 1, 2 and 3). Third, based on the previous two differences, the erasable item set mining does not apply to different applications, such as finding inefficient models in retail stores, taking into account the sales volume and the extra profit allocated, because many products Selling at high profits, but the amount is too small, making them low utility itemsets. HUIM empirical literature focuses almost exclusively on the high utility itemset. However, decision makers need to know the efficiency and inefficiency to make accurate and effective decisions. Therefore, in many practical situations, low utility itemsets have remained extremely interesting. For example, in market analysis, extracting low utility itemsets facilitates decision making of marketing strategies. Moreover, specifically in the medical field, identifying the medicines or the treatments methods causing inefficiency is also highly important in formulating healthcare decisions.In the next subsection, we will provide many examples to illustrate the importance of low utility itemset mining.
A. MOTIVATION
Extracting low utility itemsets (LUIs) and low utility association rules derived from them in certain situations remains imperative. Considering the analysis of security systems by taking into consideration the event as the items, the time of events occur such as internal utility and determining the expected level of effectiveness of events as external utility, prospecting for low-utility itemset is to identify weak security situations (Vulnerabilities) that need to be monitored and developed. For example, the following three items have effectiveness levels 7, 5, and 2, respectively. Thus, the itemset (video recording, 4, voice recording, 6) represents a high security state (high utility itemset), while the itemset (voice recording 5, sensor single, 3) representing a weak security state (low utility itemset). In this way, low utility itemset mining discovers vulnerabilities that need to be improved or considered in the system. Moreover, the pharmacovigilance field in the field of pharmacology provides another example of specifically designing to detect, investigate, and study specific medicinal effects. Pattern mining, such as frequent and rare, has been used to extract the relationship between drug interactions [41] - [44] . However, in previous applications, the frequency of treatment is considered regardless of its effectiveness. As is well known, researchers in this field consider the unacceptable situations to avoid or find solutions. Consequently, searching for unexpected situation elucidates a low utility itemsets during the mining process. Given a patient medicine effects database, the extracted association rules portray medicine efficiency situations. In this way, a high utility itemset can be expressed as ''( SGLT2s, 5), (Insulin, 3)'' and the expected effects level (external utility) 5 and 7, representing the expected effect of the medicine and the number on the right side of the item representing the number of treatments (internal utility). This itemset comprises a set of the itemset displaying the situation in which the medicines hold highly effective. In contrast, the LUI ''(Norethisterone, 3), (Insulin, 3)'' and the expected effects level (external utility) 1 and 7. This itemset presents a scenario where medicine effect remains low and unacceptable.
In market basket analysis, raising the level of profit is not just about paying attention to the pattern of high profits. But also consider the patterns of low profit, which is the role of exploring the low interest rate model. The low utility itemset mining identifies the patterns that generate a small amount of profit, which are the target model for different marketing strategies that increase profits by increasing sales or increasing profits.
Unveiling LUIs in some particular situations has motivated the researchers here to develop a new framework in ARM low utility itemset mining (LUIM), extracting the itemsets with a low utility value from a transactional database. Hence, an innovative proposal using generators in utility mining to determine generators based on the itemset TWU has resulted in our development of two algorithms: LUG-Miner (low utility generators miner) and LUIMA (low utility itemset miming algorithm). LUG-Miner extracts the low utility generators while LUIMA mines the low utility itemsets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related literature in the field of the HUIM framework. In Section 3, we explain the related definitions, notions and problem statement. The proposed framework and algorithms are comprehensively introduced in Section 4. Consequently, in Section 5, we evaluate the proposed framework and algorithms on benchmark sparse and dense datasets. The comparative evaluation of LUG-Miner and LUIMA against state-of-the-art algorithms is also carried out in this section. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this work.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
HUIM addresses previous framework limitations: frequent itemset mining and weighted association rule mining, considering unit profit and item quantity. In this section, we will review the HUIM framework approaches from three perspectives: single utility threshold methods, multiple utility minimum threshold methods, and variant problems.
A. SINGLE MINIMUM UTILITY THRESHOLD METHODS
In single minimum utility threshold methods, the level-wise algorithms, such as UMining and UMining_H [45] , TwoPhase algorithm [5] , FUM, DCG+ [30] and GPA [30] , split the mining task into two phases. In the first phase, they reside in high transaction weighted utility itemsets (HTWUI). The second phase involves calculating itemset utilities and pruning the unpromising itemsets. However, for large or dense datasets, the level-wise algorithms do not scale well, resulting in tree-based approaches that store transactional data in a tree-based structure and efficiently mine HUIs. Examples of tree-based methods encompass IHUP [30] , HUC-Prune [33] , UP−Growth [13] , and UP-Growth+ [6] .
The projection-based method (PB) seeks to overcome the shortcomings of tree-based methods, traversing and repeatedly generating subtree structure sets [8] , [35] . Since PB applies an indexing technique, its evolutionary result demonstrates execution speed increases while the memory size decreases.
Several single phase approaches (e.g., EFIM [46] , FHM [7] , HUI-Miner [36] , HUP-Miner [47] and d 2 HUP [10] ) have been introduced to eliminate the vast number of generated candidates. Most single phase algorithms are based on the remaining utility or other different techniques used to decrease the search space utilizing a utility-list structure. These algorithms perform with a shorter runtime than UP-Growth [13] and UP-Growth+ [6] .
FHM [7] and HUP-Miner [47] improved HUI-Miner [36] , targeting an expected utility co-occurrence structure (EUCS) to preserve the two itemsets data relationship. [47] presents database partitioning and introduces a method named LA-Prune to cleverly prevent upper limits calculation on the utility of unpromising itemsets. The FHM, HUP-Miner, and HUI-Miner algorithms use the utility-list structure to maintain the itemset information, simplifying the itemset utility calculation and conjoining the utility list of a smaller itemset. Furthermore, the utility lists can compute itemset utility upper limits to infer whether each pattern and its extension engender HUI, and it can prune the search space. The d 2 HUP [10] algorithm uses the pattern-growth method to obviate considering itemsets that have not occurred in the database. However, hyper-based approaches still require an enormous amount of memory.
The EFIM [46] algorithm exploits a horizontal database representation to maintain itemsetś information. The algorithm mainly combines the repeated transactions common in dense datasets. EFIM also applies database projection and fast utility calculations to efficiently mine HUIs.
However, generating and maintaining utility lists uncovers a primary utility list-based algorithm drawback because it remains time consuming and can consume significant memory quantities. ULB-Miner seeks to reduce the runtime and memory usage by using an advanced utility-list structure: utility-list buffer [48] .
B. MULTIPLE MINIMUM UTILITY THRESHOLD METHODS
Resolving the limitation of the single minimum utility threshold algorithms, the author in [49] presented the HUI-MMU framework (HUIs Mining with multiple minimum utility) and proposed two new algorithms, namely, HUI-MMU and HUIMMU-TID, to effectively mine HUIs. Furthermore, the authors also proposed last minimum utility (LMU) and a new classification, the down-close (SDC) property. This idea, extended in [14] , proffered a new algorithm: HUI-MMU-TE, utilizing the EUDS and TID-index data structure to enhance mining performance. However, both algorithms are based on a two-phase approach and have failed to portray high scalability in dense and large datasets. In this regard, the authors in [8] offered a tree-based algorithm, MIU-tree, and applied the two trimming properties, the conditional downward closure (CDC) and global downward closure (GDG), in the MIU-tree. The authors also adopted the compact utilities list to preserve the information needed to extract HUIs without performing additional database scans to generate candidates. Therefore, the MHUI method has been developed with the concept of suffix minimum utility and has generalized pruning strategies [12] .
C. VARIANTS PROBLEMS
In the prevailing literature, researchers have extended the basic HUI mining problem to several variants. Pertaining to high utility rare itemset mining (HURI), a number of studies have revealed HURIs, such as HURI-A [16] and PCR-Tree [50] . Regarding the Top-k HUIs mining, several researchers studied this topic extensively and presented different mining methods, such as TKO [51] , THUI [52] and KHMC [53] . Imprecise and uncertain HUI mining depicts another HUIM extension, entailing HUPNU [54] , PHUIM and PHUI-List [55] . High average utility itemset (HAUI) controls the high-utility itemset length employing TUB-HAUPM [56] , HAUI-Miner [57] and HAUI-Tree [58] . Researchers have incorporated multiple minimal utility into HAUI mining, such as HAUIM-MMAU [59] and MEMU [60] .
The closed high utility itemset [46] , [61] , high utility generators (HUGs), and generator of high utility itemsets (GHUIs) compactly represent HUI [62] . HUGs and GHUIs determine the generators based on the support value. Hence, the transaction weighted down closure (TWDC) property cannot be applied.
Since the traditional HUIM algorithms do not consider the time factor of time there are two type of HUIM extensions, on-shelf high utility pattern mining and up-to-date high utility itemset mining, have been emerged to discover HUIs considering the time factor besides the quantity and profit factors. UDHUP algorithms such as UDHUP-apriori and UDHUPlist [63] are aimed to detect HUIs in recent period. Besides, High on-shelf utility itemset (HOU) mining is proposed to detect more valuable and attractive patterns in real-life applications considering the time interval of items stay on the shelf of retail stores. Numerous algorithms have been proposed for this task such as HOUI-Mine [23] , FOSHU [24] and improved HOUI-Mine [22] .
Mining discriminative high utility patterns is proposed to find HUIs considering both of utility and frequency criterions. Several studies presented various mining algorithms for this task such as FDHUP [11] .
Conventional HUIs mining algorithms postulate that all items have only positive unit profit. Nevertheless, the presence of items with negative unit profit is possible in realworld applications. For instance, many retail stores sell many items at a loss to motivate customers to buy other related items or as a publicity campaign to draw customers' attention to their store. Consequently, many items with negative unit profit appear. In this regard, HUIs with negative utility has emerged to consider the negative unit profit. Several researchers studied this topic extremely and presented different mining methods, such as FHN [25] , FOSHU [24] and GHUM [64] .
Based on the best knowledge of the authors, the LUIM has failed to receive sufficient attention. Thus, in this paper, we propose a new framework with the following primary contributions: First, we developed a new novel framework for mining LUIs, LUIM, usable in diverse applications.
Second, we investigated the TWDC property to improve utility mining generator inclusion. The proposed notion determines the generators based on the TWU of itemsets, which remains more efficient for utility mining.
Third, we offer two efficient algorithms: LUG-Miner (low utility generator miner) and LUIMA (low utility itemset mining algorithm). LUG-Miner extracts LUGs, succeeding in obtaining useful properties from the TWU model and incorporating a level-wise algorithm. On the other hand, LUIMA uses LUGs to detect all low utility itemsets.
Fourth, we executed experiments on dense and sparse datasets to evaluate the proposed framework efficacy and the proposed algorithmś performance. The experimental results illustrated that the proposed algorithmś efficiency outperforms the state-of-the-art utility mining algorithms FHM [7] , GHUI-Miner and HUG-Miner [62] regarding memory consumption on sparse datasets, and they are close to them on dense datasets.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT, DEFINITIONS AND NOTIONS
This section briefly describes the utility mining problem, the related notions and the definitions.
We reviewed the key HUIM definitions, such as those given in previous studies [6] , [7] , [13] , and introduced the definitions used in this article.
Let I = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y m } represent a limited set of distinct items, and D = {T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n } depict a set of transactions, where each transaction T i (1 ≤ i ≤ n portrays a subset of I and has a distinctive identifier i known as Tid. Any subset of I includes K items {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y k } where y j ∈ I , 1 ≤ j ≤ k is named as the k-itemset. Table 1 provides an example transaction database D, Table 2 lists the items of external profit details and Table 3 lists the symbols and notions used in this paper. Definition 1: Item internal utility refers to the significance of item y j in the transaction T i such as quantity provided in the transaction and denoted as Q(y j , T i ). For example in Table 1 , Q(A, T 2 ) = 2.
Definition 2: Item external utility presents the prominence of item y i provided in the utility table, such as profit. For example, in Table 2 , P(A) = 5.
Definition 3: The utility of an item y j ∈ T i remains distinct asU (y j , T i is calculated as the product of the internal and external profit of items in the transaction,
For example, in Table 1 ,
Definition 5: The utility of the itemset Y in D is signified by U (Y ) and defined by
Definition 6: The HUI depicts the itemset with the utility value greater than or equal to the user-defined minimum utility threshold (min_util). Otherwise, the itemset reveals an LUI.
Definition 7: The transaction utility of a transaction T i is portrayed by TU (T i ) and specifies the total utility of all items it contains. It is defined by,
For example,in Table 1 ,
Definition 8: The user-specified minimum utility percentage value is denoted by β while the absolute minimum utility value, signified by (min_util), is calculated as
For the illustrative example in Table 1 , when β = 20%, the absolute minimum utility value is min_util = 0.20 * 71 = 42.
Definition 9: The transaction-weighted utilization of the itemset Y represents the sum of the transaction utilities of all the transactions including Y , indicated as TWU (Y ) and displays as,
For example,
If TWU (Y ) is not smaller than the minimum utility threshold, Y is considered as a high transaction-weighted utilization itemset (HTWUI).
Definition 10: The transaction-weighted downward closure, (TWDC for short), is declared as follows: For any itemset Y , if Y does not equal an HTWUI, any superset of Y is not HTWUI, too. By this definition, we preserve the downward closure by employing transaction-weighted utilization. For example, in Table 1 , since TWU (AC) > min_util, any superset of AC depicts a high utility itemset.
Problem Statement: as mentioned previously, the previous methods have focused on extracting high utility itemsets:
However, the LUI remains very useful and significant in certain situations. Consequently, our main objective in this work is to develop a new framework to extract LUIs. Finding LUIs without exploring the entire search space proves cumbersome. We developed a way to improve and accelerate examination. Thus, this work proposed an innovative idea promoting generators integration into the utility mining, determining the generator based on the TWU (see Definition 9) to take advantage of the trimming feature TWDC (see Definition 10).
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will discuss a new LUIM framework and introduce two algorithms: one for mining LUGs and the other for extracting all the LUIs.
A. LOW UTILITY ITEMSET MINING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will discuss a new LUIM framework and introduce two algorithms: one for mining LUGs and the other for extracting all the LUIs. In this subsection, we will outline the proposed framework, LUIM, and related detentions. In utility itemset mining, the minimum utility threshold measures the item utility. Generally, the itemsets can be divided into high and low utility based on the minimum threshold. In other words, the minimum utility threshold separated the Boolean lattice B(2 I ) for all potential itemsets (see Fig. 1 ) into two zones or segments (low utility and high utility). Accordingly, high utility itemsets (HUIs) and low utility itemsets (LUIs) represent two commonly corresponding subsets of the powerset 2 I , further indicating the bordering segments of the lattice B(2 I ) in the lattice theory technical language [65] .
Taking database D (Table 1) as an example, when we set the min_util = 30, the lattice can be divided into two zones, the high utility zone and the low utility zone, where a boundary can be drawn between the two zones. At the bottom of the grid, we find the smallest itemset, the empty set.
Definition 11: The subset of the single items portrays the empty set existing in all transactions, denoted by ∅ and its TWU equals,
where i depicts the number of the transaction and n illustrates the total number of the transactions in the database. For example, in Table 1 ,
The itemsets in each level have the same length. The longest itemset, located at the top of the grid, contains the single items, usually, but not always, a nonutility itemset (NUI). The right digits indicate each itemset support while the left digits display the itemset TWU (see Fig. 1 ). Definition 12: An NUI depicts an Itemset Y with the TWU value equal to zero, mathematically represented as:
For example, in Fig. 1 , ABCD portrays an NUI. Definition 13: An Itemset Y ∈ I is illustrated as LUI if only and if:
For example, in Fig. 1 , the itemset ABCE represents LUI. This study focuses on LUIs and the corresponding lattice zone. It can be divided into two segments, NUIs and LUIs.
The itemset lattice of the dataset in Table 1 is shown in Fig. 1 . Generally, two kinds of zones exist: HUIs and LUIs. However, each zone encompasses positive and negative borders. Here, we consider the LUI zone to characterize its positive and negative borders.
Definition 14: An itemset X is a maximal high utility itemset (MaxHUI), iff U (X ) ≥ min_util and HUI Y does not exist such that X ⊂ Y [66] . Alternatively, HUIs that are not a subset of any HUIs represent MaxHUIs, also known as the negative lower border of low utility itemsets.
Definition 15: An itemset X depicts a minimal low utility itemset (MinLUI), iff U (X ) ≤ min_util, nd LUI Y does not exist such that such that Y ⊂ X , known as the positive lower border of LUIs.
Definition 16: An itemset X is a minimal high utility itemset (MinHUI), iff U (X ) ≥ min_util, and LUI Y does not exist such that Y ⊂ X . An equivalent definition holds when X equals MinHUI if it is an HUI, but all of its acceptable subsets are LUIs [67] .
Based on definitions 14, 15 and 16, the MaxHUIs and MinHUIs and MinLUIs can be considered the starting points to find all itemsets, known as a generator. The generators enhance performance by avoiding straightforward exploration of all search space to find MinLUIs, as they need to traverse a subset of the high utility regions of the powerset lattice.
The concept of generators has been incorporated into HUIM in the literature review. The two new concise representations of HUI are called high utility generators (HUG) and generator of high utility itemsets (GHUI) [62] . However, in contrast to our proposed method, GHUI-Miner and HUGMiner determine whether the itemset reflects if a generator remains based on the support value, while our generator determined it based on the TWU value which helps us to use TWDC directly. In other words, by using support value to determine the generator it is necessary to calculate the support values for each item then calculate the TWU values to determine whether it is high utility or low utility generators. For example, in Fig. 1 , the item {AE} is a high utility generator but according to its support value is unfrequent items.
Definition 17: An itemset X depicts a generator if no itemset exists: Y ⊂ X , and TWU (Y ) = TWU (X ).
Property 1: Generators downward closure: The subsets of a given generator portray nested generators [62] .
In Fig. 1 , the red line separates the border of the HUGs. For example, as shown, {BE} illustrates a HUG while {B} and {E} signify HUGs. According to Property 1, the HUGs can be operated in a levelwise method while generating a negative boundary as an after-effect. The negative border of HUGs consists of all MinLUIs. For this reason, MinLUIs actually entail generators.
Property 2: All MinLUIs engender generators. Thus, although other items in the negative boundary in addition to generators may exist, such as HUIs other than the HUGs, all MinLUIs will be located substantially on this boundary. More specifically, all LUIs on the boundary remain minimal for their region. To formulate an efficient standard for identifying the generators remains imperative. The next property contradicts the primary definition by employing the immediate previous subsets of the generator in the grid (see Definition 17) .
Property 3: An itemset X illustrates a generator, if TWU (X ) = min i∈ {TWU (X \ {i})} Property 3 determines whether the candidate set X comprises a generator by comparing its TWU with the TWU of its immediate subset in the lattice, i.e., the subsets of size |X |−1. Generators do not allow a subset of the same TWU . These definitions entail LUIs but do not entail NUIs; therefore, the minimal nonutility generator (MinNLG) can be defined as follows:
Definition 18: An itemset X is a minimal nonutility generator (MinNUG), iff TWU (X ) = 0 and ∀Y ∈ X such that 0 < TWU (Y ) < min_util. An equivalent definition reflects X equals MinNUI if it is an NUI, and all of its subsets entail LUIs.
For example, in Fig. 1 , {ABC} depicts a MinNLG. MinLUIs and MaxHUIs have a major role in their corresponding regions. By further representing radical items, namely, minimal and maximal, MinLUIs and MaxHUIs, respectively, also constitute small representations of these regions. Considering high utility regions, we can extract all HUIs that generate all potential subsets of MaxHUIs. Conversely, for a low utility region, we can obtain the entire set of LUIs that generate all potential supersets of MinLUIs. However, this process will generate the NUIs. Thus, to eliminate the NUIs (refer to Definition 12), we modify a criterion: only the superset of MinLUI without any MinNUI subset is retained.
The next two subsections describe two algorithms of LUGs generating and an LUI listing algorithm.
B. LOW UTILITY GENERATORS MINER ALGORITHMS
In this section, based on the levelwise manner and TWDC property (refer to Definition 10), we offer a straightforward algorithm named LUG-Miner to extract LUGs. The main idea is to utilize Property 2 to avoid exploring the search space; alternatively, searching for HUGs exclusively proves sufficient. In this case, MinLUIs that are also LUGs can be extracted among the negative boundaries of the HUGs.
Given the threshold min_util, assume that the maximum size of the generators in the input dataset D is represented by m. Recall that the size of a generator engenders the number of items in the generator. We follow the levelwise algorithm the two-phase [5] approach and discover the HUGs and LUGs incrementally increase, i.e., from 1-generator to mgenerator. To extract the (i + 1)-generator 1 ≤ i ≤ m, based on the candidate generation method (refer to LUG-Miner, Algorithm 1), we employ the high utility i-generators to generate all possible (i+1)−candidates. The (i+1)−itemsets are named (i+1)−candidates. The generators are determined based on Property 3 with the additional circumstance that all subsets of the candidate must be HUGs (refer to Property 1). Therefore, the nonHUG itemsets or nonMinLUIs itemsets are discarded. We calculate the TWU of these (i + 1)−candidates and compare their TWU against the threshold min_util to separate HUGs from LUGs.
The previous inference, which is included in the GenerateCands function, is divided into three procedures. First, the function creates (i + 1)-candidates and joins the high utility i-generators in the HUG i . Second, the function deletes all candidates that do not entail the i-subset in HUG i . In this way, the nonminimum LUI is trimmed and only proper generators are preserved. Third, the function identifies the candidate pred_twu value, i.e., the minimum TWU value of all i-long HUIs. At the end of the process, the pred_twu is compared with the actual TWU of each candidate. If the two values prove dissimilar, the candidate represents a generator. In addition, according to its TWU , the candidate can be an HUG or an LUG, i.e., the MinLUI. Fig. 2 illustrates the flowchart of the LUG-miner algorithm.
Illustrative Example: Fig. 3 presents the implementation of LUG-Miner of a running example with min_util = 30. First, the algorithm scans the database one time to calculate the TWU values of 1-long itemsets. The minimum TWU of all high utility (i − 1)−subsets reside in the pred_twu column. The subset of the itemset with single items remains an empty set. According to Definition 11, an empty set exists in each transaction in the database; thus, its TWU for the running example equals 71. Therefore, by Property 3, {A}, {B}, {D} Table 1 Dataset. and {E} depict generators, while {C} does not signify a generator. Second, we test the TWU values of each itemset, the itemsets {D} are inserted into LUG 1 , and the other generators are inserted into HUG 1 . Conjoining the itemsets in HUG 1 generates the 2-itemsets candidates. Comparing the TWU of the itemsets in CG 2 against pred_twu illustrates all itemsets portray generators. According to TWU of each candidate, {AB} is added to LUG 2 , and {AE} and {BE} are added to HUG 2 . Third, no new HUG candidates were identified, and the algorithm broke through from the main loop. After completing the process, all identified LUGs are {D} and {AB}.
C. LOW UTILITY ITEMSETS MINING ALGORITHM
A basic method for extracting all LUIs is to explore the search space level by level and examine the utility of each itemset against the given threshold min_util and then prune the HUIs. This method degrades the mining performance in terms of runtime and memory usage. In addition, existing pruning strategies cannot be directly applied to our proposed framework because they reduce the search space and eliminate LUIs. Therefore, we offer an algorithm referred to as the Low Utility Itemset Mining Algorithm (LUIMA) with two strategies to minimize the search space. Using strategies, the search space can be reduced and the mining performance can be enhanced. In this section, we introduce the two strategies and then detail the process of the LUIMA using an illustrative example. The prototype levelwise algorithms extract the desired itemsets and explore the entire search space. Calculating each itemsetś utility employs a series of tests and then discards the undesired itemsets. To overcome this problem, we propose Table 1 Dataset. two strategies, EHUI and ENUI, which are employed during the mining process.
As stated in the previous section, generators provide a starting point to find the desired itemsets. In this way, we can reduce the search space of the proposed algorithm LUIMA by generating possible supersets of the LUGs. Using LUGs, all HUIs will be discarded from the search space. Thus, the first strategy is designed as follows:
Strategy 1: EHUI: Eliminating the HUIs from the search space and using LUGs as the hallmarks to extract all LUIs.
Rationale: The TWDC property and the feature of generators that realize HUIs do not participate in LUI mining. Therefore, they are considered irrelevant and subsequently eliminated.
This strategy reduces the search space and eliminates the HUIs. However, the itemsets with a utility value equal to zero occupy a large number of itemsets. Thus, they must be discarded from the search space.
Strategy 2: ENUI: Eliminating the NUIs from the search space by discarding any candidate that possesses a MinNUI subset.
Rationale: Let X be a MinNUI. According to the TWDC property, all of its possible supersets also entail NUIs. Thus, any candidate that possesses an NUI subset depicts an NUI that can be eliminated. Implementing the two previous strategies, the search space of our proposed algorithm LUIMA will be reduced, and only LUIs need to be considered.
The proposed algorithm LUIMA extracts the LUIs in the following steps: 1) Initially, save all distinct single items in the dataset in list A to establish the superset candidates of the LUGs. 2) Take the smallest LUG(s) and then verify if it has a nonutility subset to be deleted. Otherwise, add it to the LUI list. 3) Recursively using the single items in A obtains the possible generator supersets. Count the Utility value of each candidate by scanning the database once. Exam all candidates to find the NUIs with a Utility value equals to zero; then, delete them. Otherwise, insert the candidates into LUI i , where i represents the length of a candidate. In each iteration of the loop, the LUGs with the same size i will be added to LUI i . The process will continue until the LUI i empties. Fig. 4 presents a flowchart of the LUIMA algorithm. Fig. 5 illustrates the LUIMA implementation on the running example dataset, where min_util equals 30. At the beginning, the algorithm saves all distinct single items in the dataset to the ''A'' list to establish the superset of the LUGs. The algorithm takes the smallest LUG, {D}, but does not consider NUI; thus, it inserts it into LUI 1 . Subsequently, the loop will be performed. In the first iteration, four 2-long supersets of {D}, i.e., {AD}, {BD}, {CD}and{ED}, are generated. Compute the Utility of all 2−long supersets and scan the dataset once. Since no NUIs were identified, all NUIs and the LUG(s) equaled the same length, i.e., {AB} and are inserted into LUI 2 . In the second iteration, all possible 3−long supersets of each itemset in LUI 2 were generated.
Algorithm 2 Low Utility Itemsets Mining Algorithm (LUIMA)
Input dataset D and LUGs Output all low utility itemsets A ← All single items in D; i ← length of the smallest itemset in LUGs; //add the smallest itemsets in LUGs to C i ; 
low utility itemsets;
For instance, the supersets of {AB} are {ABD}, {ACD}, and {ADE}. The nonutility itemsets were eliminated ({ABD} and {ADE}). In the third repetition, C 4 has only two candidates, i.e., {ABCE} and {BCDE}. The significant reduction in the number of candidates in C 4 is attributed to the ENUI strategy because all candidates that contain {ABD} or {ADE} are eliminated. Because {ABCE} and {BCDE} are not nonutility itemsets, they are inserted into LUI 4 . In the last iteration, the 5−long candidate {ABCDE} is generated, which is a nonutility itemset, and will subsequently be eliminated. Since no low itemsets are inserted into LUI 5 , the loop stops, and the process of the LUIMA ends.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The erasable itemset mining differs from utility mining in terms of project weight calculation and other details described in Section 1. Therefore, the new proposed framework and the new proposed algorithm will not be compared to such type of mining. As we mention above, no previous algorithms in LUIM exists. However, HUG-Miner [62] generates high utility generators and GHUI-Miner [62] algorithm generates low utility generators as secondary element during the generation of high utility generators, so they will be use as criteria to evaluate our proposed algorithms. In order to more accurately evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we will compare our algorithm to FHM [7] because it is one the-state-of-arts algorithms which showed high performance.
A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND DATASETS
The experiments were executed on a computer with an Intel Core i7 2.70 GHz processor, 16 GB of main memory and a 64-bit Microsoft Windows 10 operating system. The proposed algorithms were employed in Java. In addition, the open-source SPMF java library was utilized for the previous algorithm implementation [68] . The experiment was performed using five real-life datasets that are commonly employed in the HUIM literature: Mushroom, Chess, Retail, Kosarak and Foodmart. These datasets engender various characteristics and represent the main data that are typically encountered in real-life scenarios (dense, sparse, and long transactions). Table 4 presents the dataset characteristics that are downloaded from the SPMF data mining library [68] . The Foodmart dataset includes real external and internal utility values. For the remaining datasets, the external utilities for items were generated using a long normal distribution between 1 and 1000 and randomly generated quantities of items between 1 to 5, as in the settings of [6] , [31] , [36] . 
B. RUNTIME
In this subsection, we evaluated the runtime of the proposed algorithms LUG-Miner and LIUMA. They were compared against three state-of-the-art algorithms FHM, GHUI-Miner and HUG-Miner by varying the minimum utility threshold values of each dataset in descending order until implementing the algorithms proved difficult, i.e., ran out of memory or a distinct winner was observed.
As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, the difference between the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner and the state-of-the-art algorithms (such as FHM, HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner) increased, which reduces min_util. Considering the performance using dense datasets, for example, when min_util equals 15% on the Mushroom dataset and 0.60 on the Chess dataset, the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner remains 5 times slower than FHM and GHUI-Miner and 10 times slower than HUG. This finding occurs because LUG-Miner creates (i + 1)−candidates and joins the i-long HUGs that scan the database to calculate the TWU for each candidate. However, FHM, HUG-Miner, and GHUI-Miner are based on the estimated utility co-occurrence pruning (EUCP) strategy [7] , which cannot be applied in our algorithm. In addition, HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner extract the utility generators from closed HUIs based on the support value rather than TWU . When min_util is set to low, the search space of the proposed algorithm becomes large. However, when min_util increases, the gap between the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner and the previous algorithms decreases. For example, in Fig. 7 , when min_util equals 35 %, the runtime of LUG-Miner remains almost the same as that of FHM. Fig. 6 and 7 also demonstrate the runtime performance of the LUIMA and the other algorithms for the dense datasets Mushroom and Chess. The results indicate that the LUIMA decelerates when min_util is reduced because the LUG increases when the LUG-Miner is generated. In addition, the LUIMA runtime with the Mushroom dataset is larger than that with the Chess dataset because the Mushroom dataset contains more distinct items than the Chess dataset. However, the LUIMA needs more time than the other algorithms because it should join single items with all LUGs and calculate the utility value for each candidate, which contains many NUIs.
Regarding the performance of the proposed algorithms LUG-Miner and LUIMA for the sparse datasets Kosarak, Retail and Foodmart, the results in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 portray the runtime of the proposed algorithms with the Kosarak dataset, Retail dataset, and Foodmart dataset, respectively. Given the performance of the algorithms with the Retail dataset, we set the min_util value very low because no generators or patterns were identified when the min_util value was set above 1%. Fig. 9 displays the LUG-Miner algorithmś runtime, which is similar to those of the comparison algorithms, FHM, HUG-Miner, and GHUI-Miner, except for the small difference at the very low min_util. The runtime of the LUIMA algorithm with the sparse datasets was faster than the dense datasets. However, it remains slower than other algorithms.
C. MEMORY USAGE Fig. 11 and 12 show the memory usage of the algorithms on the dense datasets. The memory consumption of the proposed algorithms LUG-Miner and LUIMA is significant. The memory consumptions of LUG-Miner and LUIMA at the higher values of min_util were orders of magnitude lower. For example, for the Mushroom dataset, the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms when the min_util is greater than 15%. For the Chess datasets with 0.60, 0.65 and 0.70 min_util thresholds, the memory consumption of LUG-Miner remains higher than that of the other algorithms.
The memory usage of LUIMA on the Chess dataset is very high when the min_util thresholds are equal to 0.60 and 0.65, but it decreases as the min_util threshold increases. For the Mushroom dataset, the memory usage of the LUIMA algorithm remains higher than that of other algorithms because the Mushroom dataset contains many distinct single items. The high memory requirements of LUG-Miner and LUIMA at the lower min_util values can be attributed to the density and long transactions of the datasets. Unlike FHM, HUGMiner, and GHUI-miner, LUG-Miner must explore a vast search space and join numerous i-long HUGs to create (i+1)-candidates. The strategy of trimming RSU cannot be utilized in LUG-Miner. The LUIMA also requires high memory consumption when the min_util is low because it needs sufficient memory to join every item using LUGs.
For sparse datasets, such as Retail and Foodmart, the LUIMA algorithm consumes substantially higher memory than the others, with the exception of the min_util on the Retail dataset equal to 0.010 and for the 5k value in the Foodmart dataset, because LUG-Miner generates numerous LUGs. The datasets include a plethora of distinct items. In this case, LUIMA needs a large memory to join every distinct item with each LUG.
The memory consumptions of the algorithms for the sparse datasets Retail, Kosarak and Foodmart are shown in Fig. 13 , Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , respectively. For the Retail and Foodmart datasets, LUG-Miner outperforms other algorithms. However, for the Kosarak dataset, the memory usage of LUG-Miner remains less than that of other algorithms, except when the min_util threshold equals 0.05% because it needs to handle a multitude of items among very large transaction numbers. For the sparse datasets Retail, Kosarak, and Foodmart, the LUIMA algorithm consumes considerably more memory than the others, with the exception of the min_util on the Retail dataset equal to 0.010 and for the 5k in the Foodmart dataset, because the datasets include many distinct items. In this case, the LUIMA needs sufficient memory to join every distinct item with each LUG.
From this performance study, we conclude that the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner has an optimal total performance for both dense datasets and sparse datasets when the min_util is increased. The performance of the proposed algorithm LUIMA is less than the other algorithms mentioned in this paper because it needs to join every distinct dataset item with each LUG to extract LUIs.
D. GENERATED ITEMS COMPARISON
This subsection compares the number of items generated by the proposed algorithms LUG-Miner, LUIMA and the two state-of-the-art algorithms HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner.
The mechanism for determining the generator differs between HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner and the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner. HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner determine the generators based on the supported values, while LUG-Miner determines them based on the TWU.
In terms of the number of HUGs, the performance of our proposed algorithm LUG-Miner is evaluated compared with HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner. In the terminology of LUGs, although the proposed algorithm represents the first algorithm that extracts the generator primarily based on TWU, the number of generators identified by the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner will be compared. Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the HUGs of all algorithms extracted in dense and sparse datasets. First, considering the number of HUGs, the proposed algorithms extract more generators than HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner. In addition, when the min_util is increased, HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner cannot extract any HUGs. For example, in the Kosarak dataset, when the min_util equals 20% and 25%, both algorithms fail to find any HUGs because HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner are based on FHM to join the utility lists of smaller itemsets for generating larger itemsets. Thus, this failure cause many missing significant itemsets and generators. The proposed algorithm explored an extensive search space and scanned the database.
Regarding LUGs, our proposed algorithm LUG-Miner is evaluated compared with GHUI-Miner, as outlined in Fig. 17 . Fig. 17 shows significant results from comparing the LUGs of both algorithms. For dense and sparse datasets, GHUI-Miner cannot extract any LUGs in several cases, especially with high min_util values. Even when the min_util is set to a high value, our proposed algorithm LUG-Miner extracts many LUGs. For example, in the Chess, Mushroom, and Kosarak datasets, the two highest values of min_util with GHUI-Miner fail to find any LUGs, and LUG-Miner finds hundreds of LUGs. Therefore, the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner is more efficient and valid for extracting LUGs. However, the large number of generators detected by LUG-Miner adversely affects the performance of LUGMiner and LUIMA in terms of the runtime and memory requirements.
In the terms of the number of LUIs, since no algorithm mines the same type of itemsets, LUIMA cannot be compared with any state-of-the-art algorithms.
Regarding the LUI numbers that LUIMA generated, Table 5 displays the number of the itemsets in the proposed LUIMA identified in different datasets with different min_util values. When the min_util decreases, the number of the LUIs increases. The density and sparsity of the dataset fail to have a role in the number of itemsets. However, the only vector influences the dataset item number. For example, Chess depicts a dense dataset, while Kosarak entails a sparse dataset; however, the number of the itemsets observed in Kosarak exceeds that observed in Chess. A vast difference is observed in the number of the LUIs extracted from the two sparse datasets Foodmart and Retail.
E. DISCUSSION
This paper contributes to the literature by proposing a new framework in ARM named LUIM, which has not been considered. LUIM extracts the itemsets with a low utility value since these itemsets are very significant and useful in many different fields. This paper also presents two algorithms: LUG-Miner and LUIMA. LUG-Miner extracts the HUGs and LUGs according to the TWU, in contrast to the support. Thus, LUG-Miner finds the LUGs of each level and joins the HUGs from the previous level. LUIMA mines the LUIs using LUGs. The proposed framework and algorithms are evaluated using five benchmark datasets. The results are very useful and operative.
In terms of runtime, the results reveal that the runtimes for the Chess and Mushroom datasets are the lowest, and LUG-Miner performs poorer than FHM, GHUI-Miner and HUG-Miner. When the min_util threshold increases, the LUG-Minerś runtime is equal to the runtime of the stateof-the-art algorithms (such as FHM, HUG-Miner and GHUIMiner). However, for sparse datasets, the proposed algorithm LUG-Miner's runtime is equal to the advanced algorithms but is slightly slower at the lower min_util values. However, LUIMA needs more runtime than other competing algorithms for dense and sparse datasets.
Similarly, the memory usage of LUG-Miner in the case of the lower min_util is greater than that of the state-of-the-art algorithms (such as FHM, HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner). However, LUG-Miner outperforms FHM, HUG-Miner and GHUI-Miner for sparse datasets and when min_util increases and. Memory consumptions of LUIMA remain higher than the other four algorithms, especially for the datasets that comprise numerous single items, such as Retail, Kosarak and Foodmart.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new framework: Low Utility Itemset Mining (LUIM). The new framework mines the LUIs that are useful and significant in several real applications. This study introduced two algorithms for LUIM: LUG-Miner and LUIMA. LUG-Miner extracts the LUGs using a new notion of generators based on TWU and LUIMA to extract all LUIs using LUGs. The experimental evaluation reveals promising results over the advanced algorithms in several situations. The runtime performance was observed to be similar to the prevailing algorithms for high min_util values. The memory consumptions of LUG-Miner were also observed to be much lower for sparse datasets. LUG-Miner did not miss LUGs in the high min_util values. This study provides a worthwhile contribution to the ARM literature. The presented framework and algorithms can be useful and operative in many applications.
One possible limitation of this research is the need to store all LUIs, which may prove expensive regarding storage consumption and runtime. In addition, generating the low utility association rule from all LUIs will produce a vast number of association rules. Therefore, an interesting issue for future research is to define compact representations of the LUIs and rules, such as closed and closed+ as defined for HUIs, and mining techniques (utility lists and UP-growth).
